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Abstract: Low light efficiency and poor angular color uniformity (ACU) are the key challenges of chip-on-board packaging light-emitting diodes (LEDs). In this paper, we demonstrate a phosphor geometry, and its controlling method for enhancing the optical performance of chip-on-board packaging LEDs, its fabrication flexibility, and availability are validated by experiments, and its effect on the optical performance is analyzed by optical simulations and experiments. The simulation results show that compared with the conventional flat geometry, the cylindrical tuber geometry can effectively improve the light efficiency and ACU, and the light efficiency enhancement increases with correlated color temperature. Experimental results show that for the case that the encapsulation layer only consists of silicone, the proposed geometry enhances the light efficiency up to 63.1%. In addition, for another case, in which the encapsulation layer consists of silicone and phosphor particles, when the average correlated color temperature (CCT) is about 5000 K, the proposed geometry increases the light efficiency by 11.7%, and the angular CCT deviations for the flat geometry and the proposed geometry are 1805 and 475 K, respectively.

Index Terms: Light-emitting diodes (LEDs), chip-on-board packaging, cylindrical tuber encapsulant geometry, optical performance enhancement.

1. Introduction

Phosphor-converted white light-emitting diodes (pcLEDs) have developed quickly in recent years and have been widely applied in many illumination areas from indoor lighting to street light. With the advantages of good reliability, high efficiency, low cost, and long lifetime, they have been regarded as the next generation of light source [1], [2].

For industrial application, pcLEDs are manufactured into single-chip packaging module or integrated into chip-on-board (COB) packaging module. The COB packaging modules have some advantages over the single-chip packaging module in solid state illumination application, such as high optical intensity, simple packaging process, low cost and compact size [3]. However,
compared with the single-chip packaging modules, the COB packaging modules require better thermal management due to the compact size and high power [4], [5]. Moreover, the light efficiency (LE) of COB packaging modules are low because of the total internal reflection (TIR) that happens at the flat encapsulant-air interface [3], [6]–[8]. On the flat interface, the TIR phenomenon happens at a critical angle \( \theta_c \) as small as \( 38^\circ \sim 45^\circ \) caused by the refractive index difference of the materials (encapsulant \( \approx 1.4 \sim 1.6 \), air = 1), as a consequence, amount of light propagates back and forth inside the device and fails to emit outwardly [6]–[8]. Meanwhile, due to the flat interface, the COB packaging modules also fail to have good angular color uniformity performance (ACU) [8], [9]. The low LE and poor ACU hinder the further applications of COB packaging modules.

Some methods were reported to diminish the TIR effect, such as patterned LED chip [10], [11], patterned leadframe substrate (PLS) [6] and roughened encapsulation layer [7], [9]. Although these can improve the LE and ACU of COB packaging modules, they are highly relied on the precise and expensive equipment or complex molds which add the cost as well. Our previous study shows that coating a thin TiO2 nanoparticle layer under the main encapsulation layer also can effectively enhance the LE and ACU of COB packaging [8].

Besides the methods mentioned above, it is reported that domed-shape encapsulation layer is beneficial for diminishing the TIR effect [1], [3]. However, due to the small contact angle of encapsulant on the substrate and the larger coating surface of COB module [12], [13], the encapsulation layer tends to be flat geometry [3].

In this paper, we proposed an economically feasible encapsulant coating method to realize domed-shape encapsulation layer for large area COB packaging module. By utilizing the thermosetting property of the silicone, a cylindrical tuber encapsulant geometry was achieved. The detailed theory and implementation were described, and its fabrication flexibility and availability were proved by experiments and optical simulations. Compared with the flat encapsulant geometry, the proposed domed-shape geometry can significantly improve the LE and ACU.

2. Methodology

The encapsulants used in our study are pure silicone (Dow Corning OE-6550) and phosphor gel, which consists of silicone and phosphor particles (Intermix phosphor YAG-04). Generally, the silicone would spontaneously spread over the LED substrate due to the small contact angle of silicone on the substrate [12], [13], which leads to the TIR phenomenon. However, the silicone is reported to be thermosetting, which means its viscosity increases with time when it is heated [14], and the increasing rate of the viscosity is highly related to the temperature [15].

We characterized the viscosity evolution of silicone as a function of time and substrate temperature with a rheometer (MCR302). Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of the silicone viscosity at substrate temperatures of 90 °C, 100 °C, and 120 °C, it indicates that the viscosity of silicone increases faster after it being dropped onto the substrate with higher temperature. Therefore, it comes into a condition that the wetting behaviors of phosphor gel could be controlled by heating the substrate and a domed-shape phosphor layer geometry could be achieved.

To verify the assumption mentioned above, the wetting behaviors of silicone on a heated aluminum substrate were investigated. Fig. 2 shows the experimental platform for capturing the geometry change of silicone droplets. It mainly consists of high speed camera, micro motion platform, inject pump, computer, and heater. During the experiments, silicone droplets with initial radius of \( 1.1 \pm 10^\circ \) mm were dropped onto the heated aluminum substrate by the injection pump, the substrate temperature was controlled by the heater with precision of \( \pm 1^\circ \) C, the geometry change were recorded by the high speed camera (SA3 120 K). Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of dynamic contact radius at substrate temperature of 30 °C and 150 °C, it indicates that at 30 °C, it takes a long time (far more than 35 s) for the silicone to reach the final state, however, it takes only a short time (less than 2 s) at 150 °C. Fig. 4 shows the side-view of the final geometries of silicone droplets at 30 °C, 80 °C, 130 °C, and 150 °C, respectively. It indicates that the final contact radius \( R \) decreases with the substrate temperature, the final geometry is
thin film at 30 °C, while a domed-shape geometry is obtained at 150 °C. Measurement shows that the final contact radius \( R \) at 30 °C and 150 °C are 3.03 mm, and 2.07 mm, respectively. Therefore, for encapsulant coating, substrate temperature of 150 °C would be favorable.

3. Experiments

Experiments were conducted to package COB modules with flat encapsulant geometry and cylindrical encapsulant geometry. The encapsulants used in our experiments are pure silicone and phosphor gel, the phosphor concentration was set as 0.2 g/ml.

Fig. 5(a) shows the structure of the COB packaging module, it consists of substrate, square dam and conventional blue LED chip array. The coating areas surrounded by the dam is of the size of 20 mm × 20 mm, within the coating area, 20 pieces of LED chips are bonded in two parallel columns, the size of the LED chips is 1 mm × 1 mm × 0.1 mm, the distances between two chip columns, chip column and boundary are 6 mm and 7 mm, respectively.
Fig. 5(b) and (c) show the flat encapsulant and cylindrical tuber encapsulant packages. For the flat geometry, the encapsulant was dropped onto the substrate at 30 °C and cured in an oven at 150 °C for 1 hour. For the proposed geometry, the substrate was pre-heated to 150 °C, then the encapsulant was dropped onto the substrate and LED chips, the wetting behaviors of encapsulant was restricted by the heated substrate and cylindrical tuber geometry was formed, kept the module heating for 1 hour to cure the encapsulant.

The color distribution of the LED packaging module was recorded every 5 degrees for the viewing angle from −90° to +90° with a colorimeter (XYC-I). The optical performance of LED packaging modules was measured with a spectroradiometer equipped with an integrating sphere of 1 meter in diameter (ATA-1000).

4. Optical Simulations

Since experiments just can get limited data, we also used optical simulation to compare. We studied the LE and ACU performance of COB packaging with flat phosphor geometry and cylindrical tuber phosphor geometry through Monte Carlo ray tracing simulation. The simulation
models were set as the same with the experiments, it consists of conventional blue LED chip array, substrate and phosphor layer. The size of LED chips is 1 mm × 1 mm and the distance between the centers of each adjacent chips is 2 mm. The thickness, refractive indexes, and absorption coefficients of the each layer of the LED chips are described in Table 1 [16]. The refractive index of the packaging phosphor gel was set as 1.53. The substrate was assumed to be coated with a reflecting layer (Ag) and the optical parameters of the top surface of the substrate are 95% reflection and 5% absorption.

In the simulations, the phosphor particles size were assumed to be uniformly distributed in the phosphor layer with diameter of 13 μm. Blue and yellow lights were characterized by specific wavelengths of 454 nm and 570 nm, respectively. Different CCTs were obtained by adjusting the concentration of phosphor mixture.

### 5. Results and Discussion

Fig. 6 shows the COB modules and encapsulant geometries obtained from the experiments. Fig. 6(a) shows the COB packaging module used in the experiments, and the material of the
substrate is aluminum. Fig. 6(b) shows flat encapsulant geometry, and its thickness is 0.8 mm. Fig. 6(c) and (d) shows cylindrical tuber encapsulant geometry and its cutaway view, and its contact line $L$ and height $H$ are 2.5 mm and 0.8 mm, respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the LE of the two geometries when the encapsulant is pure silicone at driven current from 500 mA to 700 mA, here we define the light efficiency (LE) by the ratio of the optical output power to the input electrical power. We calculated and found that a LE enhancement of 63.1% was achieved under each driven current. Fig. 8 shows the LE of the two geometries when the encapsulant is phosphor gel with phosphor concentration of 0.2 g/ml at driven current from 500 mA to 700 mA, and a LE enhancement of 11.7% was achieved under each driven current.

The different LE performances of the two geometries could be explained as follows. Fig. 9 schematic indicates the light emission of the two geometries when the encapsulants are pure silicone and phosphor gel, respectively. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the light emission of the pure
silicone layer, for the flat geometry, due to the high refractive index difference of the materials (silicone = 1.53, air = 1), the total internal reflection (TIR) happens at a critical angle $\theta_c$ of 41°, which leads to the failure of light emission. However, for the cylindrical tuber geometry, due to the domed-shaped encapsulant-air interface, most of the light can emit out. Therefore, the LE presents a large enhancement. However, when the encapsulant consists of silicone and phosphor particles shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d). For the flat geometry, light beyond the critical angle $\theta_c$ would be scattered and redirected by the phosphor particles, and part of the redirected light can emit out. However, for the cylindrical tuber geometry, the phosphor particle scattering effect would cause part of the redirected light fails to emit out. Therefore, the LE enhancement of the cylindrical geometry is much less than that of the pure silicone layer.

Fig. 10 shows the color distributions of the two geometries from $-90^\circ$ to $+90^\circ$ when the average CCT is about 5000 K. For the above experimental cases, we just get two groups of data at the pure blue and 5000 K CCT cases. For further compare the effect of the two geometries, we used optical simulation to
extend the comparison at different CCT conditions. Fig. 11 shows the simulated results of the LE of the two geometries under different CCTs. It indicates that the cylindrical tuber geometry have higher LE, to be more specific, with the CCT increase from 4000 K to 9000 K, and the LE enhancement increase from 8.1% to 15.5%. The LE enhancement is 11.9% at 5000 K, which is corresponding to the experimental result (11.7%@5000 K). Fig. 12 shows the simulated results of CCT deviations of the two geometries under different CCTs, and it indicates that the cylindrical tuber geometry has better ACU performance under all the CCTs.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a cylindrical tuber encapsulant geometry for enhancing the optical performance of COB packaging LEDs. Experiments and optical simulations based on ray-tracing method were conducted, COB packaging modules with flat encapsulant geometry were used to make comparison. The simulation results show that compared with the flat geometry, the cylindrical tuber geometry has higher LE and better ACU performance under the CCTs from 4000 K to 9000 K, and the LE enhancement increases with the CCT, and when the CCT
increases from 4000 K to 9000 K, the LE enhancement increase from 8.1% to 15.5%. The experimental results show that for the main encapsulation layer only consists of silicone, the proposed geometry enhances the LE up to 63.1%. In addition, for another case in which the encapsulation layer consists of silicone and phosphor particles, when the average CCT is about 5000 K, the proposed geometry increases the light efficiency by 11.7%, and the angular CCT deviations of the flat geometry and the proposed geometry are 1805 K and 475 K.
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